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$1. INTRODUCTIOS 
TOPOLOGICAL spaces which have the same integral cohomology ring need not have the 
same homotopy type. However, we shall see that often, in the category of polyhedra, only 
a finite number of homotopy types share the same integral cohomology ring [l], [2], [3], [9]. 
In addition. our results have an interesting interpretation in terms of rational equiva- 
lence. Let T2 be the category of simply-connected spaces with basepoint and let S, be a 
subcategory. Say that two spaces X and Y are rationally equivalent (in S,) if there exist 
mapsinSz,f:Z+Xandg:Z- Y (from a third space Z) which induce isomorphisms on 
rational cohomology. The equivalence classes of this equivalence relation are called rational 
homotopy types in Sz, and Quillen [7] has characterized the rational homotopy types of 
T, in terms of an algebraic invariant. If we restrict our attention to the subcategory P of 
simply-connected finite CW complexes we find that two spaces in P are rationally equiva- 
lent in P if they are rationally equivalent in T2. In P each rational homotopy type consists 
of a countable set of homotopy types and each of these countable sets possesses a canonical 
metric space distance. 
In these terms, our results take the following form: within any fixed distance of any 
fixed homotopy type, there are only a finite number of other homotopy types in P. Thus, 
there exist canonical filtrations by finite subsets for each rational homotopy type of P. 
Certain rational homotopy types are characterized by their rational cohomology 
rings. An example of this phenomenon is provided by Mimura and Toda 161. In this case, 
we obtain a bound on the distance between two homotopy types, knowing only their 
integral cohomology rings. In general, information about the integral cohomology ring 
does not bound the distance between homotopy types, and examples are exhibited which 
illustrate this unbounded behaviour. 
As an application of our filtration of each rational homotopy type, we obtain the 
following: 
COROLLARY. Only a finite number of homotopy types in P share the same integral 
cohomology ring .4, if‘ A @ Q is rather nice (cf. 4.1). 
Several of the ideas on which this paper is based are due to C. R. Curjel, cf. [2, 31. We 
would like to thank him for his contributions. 
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32. BOb’NDI;UC HOhlOTOPY GROUPS 
Suppose X and Y are simply-connected CW complexes with finitely generated homol- 
ogy groups. Consider a map I : X + Y which induces an isomorphism on rational homol- 
ogy. 
If i : F- X is the fibre of x 
and p: Y- C is the cofibre of r, 
then we have exact sequences (4 > 0) 
. . . -~,+l(Y)-n,(F)-,Tlq(X)?; 7rq( Y)-+‘.’ 
and . _H,+,(Y)~H,+,(C)~H,(X)fH,(Y)_... 
Observe that n,(F) and H,(C) are finite abelian groups. 
We shall demonstrate that we may bound (the order of) T,(F) using only the isomor- 
phism class of Hi(Y). i I n, and H,(C), i 2 n + 1. In other words, if we can bound the 
kernel and cokernel of an induced homology map, we may also bound the kernel and 
cokernel of the corresponding homomorphism between the nth homotopy groups, for 
each n. 
First we prove 
LEMMA 2. I. The order of H,(F) is bounded by a function of the folloM?ng: 
(i) the orders of the groups H,(C) for i 2 n + I. 
(ii) the isomorphhm classes of Hi{ Y) for i 5 n. 
Proof. By induction assume Hj(F) has already been bounded for j< n. From the 
Serre spectral sequence of the fibration F-+ X--+ Y we obtain 
E” 0,n ---+ ker (H,(z)) +---- H,+ l(C)J 
which provides a bound on (the order of) Ez n. 
Consider the highest possibly non-vanishing differential terminating at Ez, “, namely 
d”“. From the commutative diagram (rows exact):? 
o- p2 n+l,O - E;_‘; o d”+‘h Im (#+I) - 0 
II I I 






H,+,(X) --2-+ H”, 1(Y) - 4l+,(C~ 
it follows that the induced map 8 is a monomorphism. Since the sequence 
t” - ” indicates a monomorphism. 
“ - ” indicates an epimorphism. 
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o- Im (tl”- ‘) - E’o”l - EC, - 0 
is exact, we obtain a bound on El:,‘. 
The lower differentials terminating at E,*, n each give an exact sequence: 
for 2 5 r 5 n. In this range we obtain a bound on E&, n by noting the E:,,_,il is a subgroup 
of a quotient group of Ertn_r+I y H,( Y; H,_,+,(P)). which is bounded under the hypo- 
theses of the lemma and the induction hypothesis (r 2 3). Thus we obtain a bound for 
E;,. N H,(F). 
A similar argument now prov’es: 
THEOREM 2.2. Bounds for the orders of thefirst n homology groups of thefibre F may be 
ued to bawd the order of z,(F). the nth homotopy group of F. 
Proof. We consider F,,, , the /?rth-connective covering of F [j]. to be the fibre of the 
Cartan-Serre-Whitehead inclusion 
i, : Ftm-l) --) K(n,(F), m). 
(Note that F(,,,, is ,>I-connected and zq(Fc,,,,) ‘v x,(F) for (I 2 nl + 1.) Suppose by induction 
on 171 that we have bounded Hj(C,_) for j 5 n + 1. Then Lemma 2.1 provides a bound for 
Hj(Fc,,). j 5 n. But n,+,(F) z H,,,+,(F,,,,) is bounded, because RI < n. There exists an exact 
sequence :
. . . + Hj+ I(K(nrn+I (fl* nz + 1)) -+ Hj+,(Ci,,,+ ,) -+ Hj(F~rn)) -+ . . 
which provides the bound on Hj+I(C;,,,+, ) for j 5 n required for the next inductive step. 
53. KEIGHBORISG HOMOTOPY TYPES 
Let y: A’-+ Y be a map with cofibre C,. We say that “1 is of displacement N (a positive 
integer), if n (order (H’(C,)))’ IS a finite product equal to N. The displacement of a map rl 
i=l 
in P is always well-defined if r induces an isomorphism on rational homology. In P the 
homotopy equivalences are the maps of displacement unity. 
In a rational homotopy type of P, any two spaces X and Y may be connected by a 
pathofmapsXdX,+-,I’,-+.. +- X,, = Y. each of finite displacement. 
Let us define the distance along this path to be the sum of the base 2 logarithms of the 
displacements of these n maps. The metric distance between the homotopy types of Xand Y 
shall of course be defined as the minimum of the distances along all such connecting paths. 
This distance provides a metric space structure on the set of all homotopy types in a fixed 
rational homotopy type of P. 
We consider all maps in P which have a given displacement N and terminate in a fixed 
space M. Let S denote this class of maps. 
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only a finite number of homotopy equicalence classes in S. 
equicalent if there exist homotopy equicalences 7, 6 such that 
I 
Y I 1 d is homotopy commutatice.) 
‘: 
B 
Proof. S is the class of all maps Y: X + iW, each of displacement N, where M is a 
fixed space of P. (Observe X may vary). From [8] or [5] there exists a Moore-Postnikov 
decomposition of !z 
where p, is a principal K(rr, F,, n) fibration and the map ‘1, induces an isomorphism on the 
ith homotopy groups i 2 n. Recall that P,, is characterized by an element k, E J~“+~(M,_ 1 ; 
7~” F,), and so the k, “ invariant” determines the cohomology ring of M,, 
From $2, we may conclude that rrn(Fz) varies over only a finite number of isomorphism 
classes of finite groups, as u ranges over all maps of displacement N, i.e. for all x E S. By 
induction on n, Hn”(M”_ ,; n,, F,) also varies over only a finite number of finite-group 
isomorphism classes, for all t( E S. For each n, only a finite number of k, invariants are 
possible, for all z E S. 
The dimension of X, the domain of a map cz E S, does not vary greatly from the dimen- 
sion of M. Indeed, dim X < max (dim M, log, N) = D. Any two maps into M from C W 
complexes of dimension I D, and whose first D k-invariants are the same, are homotopy 
equivalent [8]. The result follows. 
The dual statement is also true: Let S* be the class of maps originating at M in P, 
of displacement N. Then in S* there are only a finite number of homotopy equivalence 
classes. This statement may be proved using an easy dualization of the above argument, 
noting that homology decompositions are dual to Postnikov systems [j]. 
THEOREM 3.2 Within any fixed distance d of anyjixed homotopy type X, there are only 
a finite number of other homotopy types in P. 
Proof. If Y is a space at distance <d from X, then there exists a sequence of maps 
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XCX~-tXZ+-... + X,, = Y where n 2 d since the base two logarithm of the displacement 
of any map, not a homotopy equivalence, must be at least 2. From 3.1 there are only a 
finite number of candidates for the homotopy type of Xi. For each of these, there are only 
a finite number of candidates for the homotopy type of X, by the dual argument. Repeating 
this procedure n times proves the theorem. 
$4. DISTAiiCE AND INTEGRAL COHOXIOLOGY 
In this section we restrict our attention to those rational homotopy types studied by 
Mimura and Toda in [6]. and given the name “rather nice” in [l]. 
Definition 4.1. We say that a rational cohomology algebra is rather nice if it is isomor- 
phic to the tensor product of a finite number of truncated polynomial algebras, each on 
one generator. A topological space in P is rather nice if it has rather nice rational cohom- 
ology. 
Mimura and Toda [6] have shown that the rational cohomology algebra of a rather 
nice space determines its rational homotopy type. In fact they prove the following (Theorem 
4.3 in [6]): Suppose X is a rather nice space with 
’ QIail 
H*(X; e> = io, $pF 
I 1 
and degree (a,) = mi . Then there exists a map 4: X + A4 which induces an isomorphism 
on rational cohomology. iM refers to the space n~=,(.Smi)ni and (Sm)” refers to the mn- 
dimensional skelton of Urn”, the loop space of the (m + 1) - sphere, in case m is even; 
(Sm)” = S” if m is odd. The map 4 : X -+ A4 is constructed one factor at a time, +i: X+ (Smi)“, 
representing each algebra generator a, E H”‘(X; Q) i = 1, 2, . . . k. 
By duplicating, in terms of integral cohomolgy, the obstruction-theoretic argument 
used by Mimura and Toda to construct the maps #i: X4 (Smi)ni, we obtain a bound on 
the displacement of 4: X+ M and observe that this bound depends only on the integral 
cohomology ring H*(X; Z). For details see Chapter 2 of [I]. Therefore, in a rather nice 
rational homotopy type, the metric space distance between two homotopy types is bounded 
by a function of their integral cohomology rings. 
Applying the main result, Theorem 3.2 of Section 3, to the results of the preceding 
paragraph we obtain the following: 
COROLLARY 4.2. Only a finite number of homotopy types in P share the same integral 
cohomology ring A, if the associated rational cohomology algebra A @ Q is rather nice (see 
Definition 4.1). 
Finally we exhibit an infinite sequence of distinct homotopy types with isomorphic 
integral cohomology rings. Let o = [I~, [zl, z7]] the triple Whitehead product of the inclu- 
sions. in 7r,(S3 v S3). w is of infinite order [4]. Define the simply-connected CW-complex 
IV” = (S3 v S’) u”. ea for n = 0, 1, 2 . . . . These spaces have distinct homotopy types, 
because rc,( W,) is isomorphic to rr,( IV,,,) only if n = m. We observe that while all the spaces 
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W, , n 2 1, share the same rational homotopy type, the space W, = S3 v S3 v S* represents 
a distinct rational homotopy type. And yet the integral cohomology ring of W, is the same 
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